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Overall Economy Impact & Projections
With stock market drops and job losses being felt worldwide, the financial impact of COVID-19
cannot be understated. The question on everyone’s mind is when will recovery begin and what will
it look like. Consumers in Canada, the US, and Australia put the end date of the crisis in September
2020. Italy, who has been fighting COVID-19 longer, believes the end date will fall in the summer,
July 2020. [Source: IMI International]

Global Perspective: Italy Relative to USA, Canada, UK, and Australia

Canadians specifically are looking to a number of factors that will signal the end of the public health
crisis. Over half say that when a vaccine is available and social distancing is eliminated, it will be a
sign that they can return to their normal activities. Businesses being open, and mass events returning
are also strong signals for Canadians. [Source: IMI International]
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Despite a potential return to normalcy this year, the world economy will take some time to
return to the levels seen pre-COVID-19. Projections from the Centre for Economics and Business
Research (CEBR) propose that GDPs will return to their 2019 levels by the end of 2021, however
many countries will struggle even beyond 2022. [Source: CEBR]
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We can gain some insight on what economic recovery might look like by studying financial crises
of the past. An analysis done by J.P. Morgan has shown that a V-shaped curve has defined
six out the past seven recessions in the US. A V-shaped curve implies a steep decrease
followed by a recovery that lasts the same number of months or fewer than the recession’s duration.
The major exception here is the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) seen in the late 2000s, which lasted
for 18 months, but took 21 to recover, with the unemployment rate lasting even longer. [Source: J.P.
Morgan]
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CIBC forecasts that a V-shaped recovery is simply not possible because of how long social
distancing measures will be in place, even as the curve flattens, as to not initiate a secondary wave
of infections. Economic recovery is still expected to begin in Q3 2020, but will be a slower process
than initially hoped. [Source: CIBC]
The V-shape has defined every episode apart from the GFC

CIBC Forecast (2020Q2-Q3)

With many countries still on the first side of the curve, it remains to be seen how long the crisis will
continue and the overall impact it will have on the world’s economy.
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Sector Specific Impacts
The response following COVID-19 is difficult to predict, as the situation continues to change day by
day. However, there are some initial insights allowing us to understand which industries might see a
quick return to force and others that will need more time to recover.
An analysis from Moody’s Investors Service has identified the impact COVID-19 will have on various
industries. Those businesses that rely on trade and the uninhibited movement of the population have
been most severely impacted so far, such as travel and non-food retail. Other industries will continue
to be impacted as a result of supply chain disruptions, such as automotive suppliers and gaming
consoles. [Source: Moody’s Investors Service]
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Quickest Recovering Sectors (Snap Back)
Despite the impact the virus has currently, many of the industries hit the hardest are likely to
see a quick turnaround once in a post COVID-19 society. Canadians are desperately missing
gathering with friends and family, attending events, and going shopping. A study from IMI
reveals that about a third of Canadians miss going out to a restaurant and a quarter miss
meeting friends at a coffee shop, while going shopping (21%), and attending different
entertainment venues (14-16%) are also desired. [Source: IMI International]
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The same study also took a deep dive into event attendance, and found that most consumers across
the globe are more interested in attending large events than they were previously. Countries that
remain in the earlier stages of the crisis, including Canada, show more hesitation, but this is expected
to stabilize as an end date becomes more apparent. [Source: IMI International]

We can expect to see that local gathering spots, retail, and outdoor entertainment venues will see
an immediate boost in business as Canadians are able to eliminate social distancing and freely
travel outside their homes.
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Neutral Sectors (Bounce Back)
As supply chains move back towards typical output, we can expect to see a recovery in many
industries. The automotive industry is currently at a standstill as many factories have shut down
and others have devoted their resources to making PPEs. As they shift into a post-COVID-19
world, automakers expect that their biggest moneymakers, such as pickup trucks
and SUVs, will still be profitable, however launches will be later than initially
planned. [Source: USA Today]
However, with current economic uncertainty, many consumers have said they are less likely
to purchase a road or aquatic vehicle in the next 12 months than they were three months ago.
Canadians are the least likely to consider these purchases, with 67% saying their likelihood has
decreased. [Source: IMI International]

We can expect similar patterns in other industries, including gaming, manufacturing, and luxury
goods, among others, where delays in production and personal financial uncertainty produce
shockwaves that will ultimately slow the rebound, but not stop it.

Slowest recovering sectors (Walk Back)
It goes without saying, that the travel and tourism industry has been devastated by COVID-19. With
government imposed travel restrictions and consumers reducing contact to a minimum, many flights
have been cancelled, and stock prices have fallen in sync. Statista has reported that major airlines,
such as United Airlines, have fallen to a third of their value. [Source: Statista, Yahoo Finance]
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As to be expected, this has had a ripple effect through other sectors of the tourism industry. Hotels,
travel agencies, and cruise lines have also experienced massive financial losses as well. [Source:
Statista, Yahoo Finance]
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This sector is expected to see some of the slowest rebound times of all industries, though we are
likely to see domestic travel rebound faster than international. McKinsey & Company
predict that the travel industry will not see an economic restart until well into 2021. [Source:
McKinsey & Company]

Consumers are still wary of travel in this time of uncertainty, and have understandably stalled plans
for future excursions. 76% of Canadians say there is no chance of them taking a leisure flight within
Canada in the next four weeks, and over 80% say they will not take an international or business
flight. [Source: Angus Reid]
Even when things are back to normal, 33% of Canadians say they will travel abroad less and 30%
say they will travel by air less often than they used to. [Source: Angus Reid]
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The Thriving Sectors
Of course, not all businesses need to recover. Essential businesses, such as grocery stores and
pharmacies, are receiving a lot of footfall from consumers, and have had less of an economic
impact as we have seen with other industries. Beyond these, certain sectors have entered a boom
period during this time. The “from home” sectors, including connectivity, home comforts, and
e-commerce have seen massive stock price growths. Consumers have been video conferencing
with coworkers, ordering delivery from restaurants, and shopping online in order to stay at home
as much as possible. [Source: Statista, Yahoo Finance]

Once stay at home measures are lifted, it will be interesting to see if these companies will remain
in the minds of consumers and become part of their routines. Video conferencing may be one of
the biggest winners following this period, with 30% of Canadians saying they will partake in video
business calls more often than they used to, and 27% saying they will have video chats with friends
more often. [Source: Angus Reid]
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Final Thought
The journey to recovery will certainly vary across sectors, and some may have challenging times
ahead. In a post COVID-19 society, Out-of-Home will be a great partner, providing large reach in
familiar touchpoints for consumers, and assisting brands navigating the landscape in a new normal.
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